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Tourist visit the Sao Bento railway station in Porto. — AFP photos

It feels as if time has stood still at Lello, a
Gothic Revival style bookstore in the historic
center of Porto, whose heady “olde worlde”

ambiance inspired some of the scenes for Harry
Potter. It was in Portugal’s second city that
Potter author J K Rowling let her imagination off
the leash during two years spent teaching
English in the northern town, spending her free
time writing early drafts of the seven-volume
global blockbuster that made her a literary
household name. With its delicately sculpted
wooden paneling, blue, red and golden stained
glass and bookshelves piled high from floor to

ceiling-not forgetting its iconic and sweeping
staircase-Lello conjures its own form of magic.
The place draws in the beholder to set
Potteresque pulses racing, so “familiar” does its
setting appear to true fans.

“Wow! It’s amazing-it’s so like Harry Potter!”
gushes Ines Pinto, a wide-eyed 11-year-old who
makes a beeline for a stack of works on the
young magician at the store’s entrance. “For me
it’s the spitting image of Flourish and Blotts,
where young sorcerers buy their magic manu-
als,” adds Nerea Moyeno, a 24-year-old Spanish
tourist. Moyeno hopes soon to get her hands on

“Harry Potter and the Cursed Child,” a new play
imagining the fictional boy wizard as a grown-
up father of three, which has its official premiere
in London on Saturday after winning rave
reviews for press performances. “If the Spanish
version doesn’t come out soon I’ll buy it in
English,” she said.

The story is set 19 years after the seventh
and final book in the Potter series, which have
collectively shifted more than 450 million
copies since 1997 and been adapted into eight
films. Thousands of fans will descend on Porto
this weekend for a festival organized by Lello,

says Jose Manuel Lello, 59 and the great-grand-
son of one of the two brothers who founded
the bookstore which has ordered 5,000 copies
of the new story.

“We have done very good business out of
Harry Potter,” Lello tells AFP. Even though the
bookstore started charging visitors three euros
($3.50) last year-which they recoup if they make
a purchase-sales have mushroomed 300 per-
cent. The idea behind the fee, Lello says, is to
“manage the stream of tourists” who flock to the
store at a rate of some 3,000 per day and “trans-
form them into readers.”   
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